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Unrivalled Educational Norms
Wide application in SLT recruitment

Everything we do is backed by an
unrivalled record of success, and a
dedicated team, empowered to meet
your needs…
…you can count on it.
UKGMAT is an ability/aptitude test that has been
developed in the United Kingdom in the middle years
of the first decade of the 21st century. It is therefore
one of the most modern instruments available, and
has strong validity in the Education sector.
It should be remembered that the type of verbal
documentation and the numerical data that is
presented within SLT changes rapidly, as does the
behaviour most likely to predict success. An aptitude
test based on the analysis of data, or passages
founded in the language and data of the 1940’s, the
1960’s – or even the 1990’s – may not be
appropriate to 2013 and beyond.

The UKGMAT measures a test-taker’s verbal critical
reasoning ability and/or their numerical critical
reasoning ability.

VERBAL CRITICAL REASONING

With a high presence in the UK, ASDTi provide a range of services to the 11-19 and Sixth-Form sectors
The UKGMAT began with a search for those
abilities regarded as having practical
importance to leadership in the middle-tolate years of the first decade of the 21st
century.
This exercise involved around a hundred
separate interviews, in a variety of different
industry segments (Education, Finance,
Healthcare, Retail, Wholesale, Professional
Services and Manufacturing) in the UK.
To these structured and repertory-grid
interviews were added a number of ‘focus
group’ meetings.

The goal was to identify the abilities that
were actually ‘making a difference’ in the
workplace, and establish the types of data
and written materials that graduates and
managers encounter on a regular basis
within their work.
Once these were identified, questions were
written
and
standardised.
Norms
(particularly within Educational SLT) were
developed. You can be sure that the
questions are relevant to today’s SLT and
accurately measure aptitudes that make a
real difference to performance.

Test on-line, anywhere!

Our client list includes many
household names, but our
relationships are long-term. We look
for results that will last…
…you can count on it.

The Verbal test has 40 questions, and takes
about 30 minutes to complete. Success in this
test shows a candidate can draw conclusions
from reports given to them, recognising the
assumptions they have made and ensuring
their actions are properly supported by the
actual evidence presented.

ASDTi have been test publishers for over ten years, with a range of psychometrics, normed in the UK
UKGMAT™ is extremely powerful, very reliable
and supremely accurate – yet it’s incredibly
simple to use.

report within a couple of hours (and it can be
within the hour if the testee is available).
Nothing is more flexible than UKGMAT™.

We carry out all testing for you – on-line, with no
hassle to yourself. All we need is a contact
number and e-mail address for the people you
would like to test. You will usually have your

UKGMAT has two tests:
•
Verbal Critical Reasoning
•
Numerical Critical Reasoning.

The Numerical test has 32 questions and takes
about 35 minutes to complete. Success in this
test (often used for Bursars and School
Business Managers as well as heads and
principals) shows an ability to apply numeracy
to the solution of financial problems.
ASDTi takes care of all administration and
scoring, and we can calculate local norm
groups. In addition, we write a premium
narrative report based on the results, so that
you can properly summarise a person’s
performance.

TO EXAMINE TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TO ORDER UKGMAT™

If you would like to learn more about the technical excellence
of the UKGMAT™, please visit www.ukgmat.co.uk and follow
the links to ‘reliability’ and ‘validity’.

You can order UKGMAT™ by purchase on our website
www.ukgmat.co.uk or by contacting us via the same site. Our
friendly, efficient staff will talk you through the process, and
arrange any training you require.
UKGMAT™ is extremely affordable, but has industry-leading
accuracy – contact us for a quote.

Contact us via the web using our on-line contact form at www.asdti.com.

